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Putting the "Wow Factor" Back into Property Management

"we're

doing things differently
from what's out there,"
declares Ken Foley, founder
and principal of N extGen
Property Management of New England.
"The next generation has arrived."
With offices in Newburyport and
Merrimac, Mass., NextGen will service
properties throughout the North
Shore, Boston, Metrowest and southern New Hampshire, and seeks to
become what Foley terms "the gold
standard of management."

now and in the future. No one has to
go into a closet and dig out a big box."
That effort also involves digging into
past history, so previous documents can
be posted - and that can sometimes

Info Online Keeps
Properties in Line
Strategic use of technology is one of
the key tools the company uses in its
forward-looking
approach to management. Toward that end, customizing
online tools for each client is standard
practice. "We can do exactly whatever
the client needs," he says.!"They can
post pictures, access documents, make
maintenance requests. Every property
and every client has different needs,
and we accommodate them." He adds
that having information available
online and on-demand alsl keeps costs
down, since it reduces the cost of
printing and mailing hard opy (though
these services are available for unit
owners who are not onlin ).
Another advantage ofNextGen's focus
on online management is the consolidation of information. "We keep a welldocumented history of contractors,
contracts, bids, legal information and all
other important decisions regarding a
property so they can be accessed by
boards and unit owners at any time -
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(I-r) Ken Foley, Janet Sargent and Thomas Fournier
oversee property management, accounting and software,
and maintenance quality assurance, respectively, for
NextGen, while (below) attorney Charles Palmisano
oversees legal services.

yield surprises. In looking into the
financial records of one new client, for
example, the NextGen "forensics"
team discovered that a bank account
everyone thought had been closed in
2000 actually still had a balance of
$1,000. "What a great way to start a
new contract!" Foley grins.
The availability of Blackberries and

iPhones frees NextGen staff to spend
more time at the properties they manage, identifying problems - or developing suggestions for how to prevent
problems from occurring in the first
place. "The manager's desk is the steering wheel of the car," Foley explains.
"In the age of Blackberries and
iPhones, it makes more sense to be at
the properties than behind a desk."
In order to make the best use of its
managers' time, NextGen takes a regimented approach to the job. "One of
the most feared words to a property
manager is 'regimented,'" Foley says.
"But that's what it takes to be on your
game in this business." He explains further that structuring a property manager's schedule leads to accountability,
predictability and awareness. "We want
our associations to see our service as
nothing but spectacular," he says.
Once a problem is identified, or a
work order or homeowner request is
received, it is acted on immediately. The
manager takes a photo of the problem
area with his or her Blackberry and
sends it to Foley or the trustees, along
with a description of how to fix it and
the estimated cost. The day after the
problem is resolved, a follow-up photo
is transmitted to show what was done.
"Ken always has his Blackberry with
him," reports Catherine Phelan,
trustee of a condominium complex at
100 State St. in Newburyport,
Mass.
"We had a problem recently with
snow. He was skiing with his family,
but he jumped right on it."
The 100 State St. complex is centered
around a building that is 230 years old

and in constant need of attention.
Whether the issue is scraping the trim
before repainting or installing a dehumidifier in the basement, Foley's recommendations are always directed
toward saving the association money in
the long run. "That's especially important with a historic building," Phelan
points out, adding, "I'm the star of the
building for recommending Ken. We
couldn't be happier with him."

A Proactive Approach
This focus on long-term results is
another key to the NextGen philosophy. "Replacing heating systems, doors,
windows, wallpaper, flooring and roofing with obsolete or out-of-date technology will get you nowhere," Foley
says. "Every decision is made with the
long-term home value in mind."
Additionally, NextGen property managers try to stay ahead of the board of
trustees by making recommendations
before problems occur. "Our managers
head out with a clipboard and make a
note of every possible thing that could
be improved. Then we get pricing for
each item and present them to the
board," Foley reveals. "That way, we
aren't always playing catch-up. Our
monthly association meetings are a
recap of what's been accomplished,
not a list of things that are being procrastinated on."
"Ken is always looking forward,"
agrees Ellen Perry, trustee of an association at 52 Fair St. in Newburyport,
Mass. "As soon as he came onboard, he
reviewed all of our services, prices and
results, and made recommendations."
Among the improvements he made
were finding a more cost-efficient
snow-removal service, looking into
roofing options and providing estimates
for new windows for the basement and
hallways. "He got estimates before we
even asked him to," Perry says.

Beware of the
All-Inclusive Manager
One concept that helps NextGen provide stellar service and keep costs

down is avoiding the "all-inclusive"
mentality. "We're ahead of the pack
with streamlining office procedures
and outsourcing tasks to keep internal
costs low," Foley says. "All-inclusive
implies using a jack-of-all-trades type
of contractor, as opposed to hiring
contractors who specialize in what they
do best." Not only does outsourcing
allow NextGen to find the best professional on the open market, it also helps
keep the bidding process unbiased and
competitive.
"It's great having vendors we can
trust," declares another trustee at the
52 Fair St. association. "Ken always
provides trustworthy vendors, and we
always get same-day response. His ability to be modern, yet provide old-fashioned service is rare and wonderful."
Accounting is another area where
Foley believes it makes sense to rely on
outside specialists. "We don't have an
accounting department bursting at the
seams," he says. "An outside CPA can
tell you things you might not otherwise know." Instead, NextGen has an
accounting manager who works with
each board to find a local CPA. "Then
we do the data entry, and they do the
actual accounting," Foley says. "And
because we're not bogged down with
the accounting, we can stop to answer
questions from the board or honor
specific requests."
Similarly, rather than staff an all-purpose maintenance crew, NextGen has a
maintenance quality assurance manager
charged with finding the best and
most cost-efficient resource to handle
a particular request and ensure that the
job gets done right. Emergency help is
available around the clock, as are legal
services, which are the responsibility of
the legal department head.

for 15 years. "I've walked in your
shoes," as he puts it.
He also has the credentials to show
for it. Not long ago, a property he
managed was named "Association of
the Year" in the medium (150 to 499
units) category by CAl -NE. And he has
earned multiple certifications, including
Certified Manager of Community
Associations (CMCA) from the
National Board of Certification for
Community Association Managers and
several professional development programs offered by CAl and the Institute
of Real Estate Management.

The Fine Art of
Communication

A New Approach Built on
the Wisdom of Experience

According to Foley, being the father of
a three-year-old on the autism spectrum gave him a "new understanding
of the fine art of listening." Inspired by
the puzzle-piece icon of Autism Speaks,
the nation's largest autism science and
advocacy organization, NextGen's logo
reflects this commitment to open and
constant communication and what
Foley calls "keeping all the pieces of
the property puzzle together in a
friendly and productive manner."
This commitment to constant communication with trustees and unit
owners is not confined to monthly
meetings, but rather is ongoing
throughout the month. Foley also
prides NextGen on providing straight
talk and straight answers. "It's not
always popular to be the bearer of bad
news when it comes to failed electric
panels, septic systems or roofing. But,
for the integrity of the buildings and
the association, the truth about a
property must be addressed," he says.
Cutting-edge technology. Proactive
recommendations. Expert outsourcing.
Constant communication. It's all part
of how, as Foley puts it, "We're changing how things get done."

At the head of the organization is
Foley himself, and, though his ideas
are new, they are based on a wealth of
experience. A property manager for 20
years, Foley also was a condo resident

For more information about how
NextGen Property Management can
"Wow" you) call (978) 204-6347, or visit
www.NextGenPropertyManagement.com.
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